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Abstract 
The currently emerging terrorism and violence crimes in the scope of worldwide have posed increasingly extensive threats to the
personnel and public security. Therefore, it is crucial to carry out personnel screening in the areas of airports, subways, customs 
and critical infrastructure, in order to detect contraband concealed underneath a person’s clothing, such as guns, plastic 
explosives and drugs. With the advances in millimeter-wave (MMW) technology, MMW radiometric imaging has attracted an 
increasing interest in the application of security screening. Both the high transparency of clothing at millimeter wavelengths and
the spatial resolution required to generate adequate images combine to make MMW radiometric imaging a natural approach of 
personnel screening for concealed contraband detection. On the basis of the principle of MMW radiometric imaging for 
applications of concealed contraband detection, a brief overview of some representative applied systems from abroad is given in
this paper, according to the categories of different imaging mechanisms. Then, a series of researches on MMW radiometric 
imaging for personnel screening carried out at MMW Applied Laboratory of Nanjing University of Science and Technology are 
described in detail from different aspects. These researches mainly focus on the improved radiometer uncertainty equation of 
planar scanning imaging system, the motion-blur parameters identification of MMW radiometric images and the radiometric 
image fusion involving concealed contraband detection. Moreover, when the MMW radiometric imaging is carried out indoors, 
the benefit of the sky illumination no longer exists and the radiometric temperature contrast between the targets and the 
background decreases sharply, which results in the degradation of MMW radiometric images. Hence, the method of noise 
illumination is adopted in the application of indoor radiometric imaging. Ultimately, the development trends of MMW 
radiometric imaging with respect to personnel screening for concealed contraband detection is summarized. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Millimeter-wave (MMW) radiometric imaging is a thermal imaging technique, and it generates radiometric 
images through collecting naturally occurring MMW radiation emitted by different objects [1]. Based on the fact 
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that different objects exhibit their own emissive and reflective characteristics, so there appear differences in 
radiation intensity among different objects being observed in the specific imaging scene [2], and these differences 
are beneficial to the discrimination of objects among one another and from the background. It has been known for 
some time that MMW can pass through atmosphere and other obscurants, including smoke, fog, clouds, light rain 
and clothing of certain thickness, and MMW radiometric imaging has established itself in a wide range of military 
and civil practical applications, such as in the aspects of remote sensing, blind landing, precise guidance, concealed 
contraband detection and so on [3, 4]. In addition, when compared with active detection systems, MMW radiometric 
imaging systems do not illuminate people and objects with electromagnetic waves and there are no effects of 
speckle and glint, thus this passive operation mode can benefit advantages of concealment and interference 
immunity [5]. 
The currently emerging terrorism and violence crimes in the scope of worldwide have posed increasingly 
extensive threats to the individual and public security, and the security of transportation systems and public areas 
has been a growing concern since the September 11, 2001 attacks [6]. Therefore, it is crucial to carry out personnel 
screening in the areas of airports, subways, customs and critical infrastructure, with the purpose of detecting 
contraband concealed underneath a person’s clothing, such as guns, plastic explosives and drugs. Both the high 
transparency of clothing at millimeter wavelengths and the spatial resolution required to generate adequate images 
combine to make MMW radiometric imaging a natural approach of personnel screening for concealed contraband 
detection [7, 8]. And at the same time, the completely passive operation mode does not generate any form of 
radiation that might raise health concerns, so it is intrinsically safe to the persons of being screened. 
This paper focuses primarily on the currently maturing MMW radiometric imaging that offers promise in meeting 
public security requirements through personnel screening for concealed contraband detection. Based on the principle 
of MMW radiometric imaging for applications of concealed contraband detection, a brief overview of some 
representative applied systems from abroad, according to the categories of different imaging mechanisms, is given 
in Section 2. And in Section 3, a series of researches on MMW radiometric imaging for personnel screening, carried 
out at MMW Applied Laboratory of Nanjing University of Science and Technology, are described in detail from 
different aspects, such as the improved radiometer uncertainty equation of planar scanning imaging system, the 
motion-blur parameters identification of MMW radiometric images and the radiometric image fusion involving 
concealed contraband detection. Furthermore, when the MMW radiometric imaging is carried out indoors, the 
illumination supplied by the radiometrically cold sky is heavily attenuated by the walls and roofs, and this leads to a 
significant loss of radiometric temperature contrast between the targets and the background within the scene when 
compared with outdoor imaging, which results in the degradation of MMW radiometric images. Hence, a method of 
noise illumination is also investigated. Finally, in Section 4, both a brief summary and the development trends of 
MMW radiometric imaging with respect to personnel screening for concealed contraband detection are given. 
2. Operational principle and development status of MMW radiometric imaging 
2.1. Operational principle of MMW radiometric imaging 
A MMW radiometric imaging system is usually composed of MMW radiometer, scanning apparatus, data 
acquisition and transfer module, and image processing and display section. The MMW radiation from both the 
objects and background is collected by antenna, and then the radiation energy is transformed into a direct-current 
voltage by the MMW radiometer, after the process of amplification, filtering and square-law detection. Moreover, 
the output voltage is linearly proportional to the antenna temperature which incorporates the intensity radiation 
incident upon the antenna as well as the self-emission by the antenna structure itself [9]. Then the data acquisition 
module converts the direct-current voltage into digital signal, which are transformed into gray-scale images or 
pseudo-color images by the imaging processing software. Hence, MMW radiometric images can be provided when 
the radiometer installed on the scanning platform measures point-by-point the radiation energy distributed across the 
scene of interest. According to [9], the antenna temperature at the output terminal of antenna, which is the average 
of the apparent temperature over all directions and weighted by the antenna gain, can be written as: 
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whereT andI are the elevation angle and azimuth angle respectively, ),( ITAPT denotes the apparent temperature 
distribution, and ),( ITG is the power gain direction pattern of the antenna. 
The antenna temperature contrast AT'  is defined as the difference between the antenna temperature when a 
concealed contraband is present in the antenna beam and when it is not. Following (1), the antenna temperature 
contrast is given by: 
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where ),( ITAPtT and ),( ITAPbT denote the apparent temperature distribution when the concealed contraband is 
present and when it is absent, respectively. 
In view of [10], another form of AT' can be obtained by incorporating the effective antenna beam solid angle 
A: and the solid angle of object T: into (2), and the corresponding expression becomes: 
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So the antenna temperature contrast is the apparent temperature difference between the concealed contraband and 
background reduced by the ratio of the object solid angle to the effective beam solid angle. Due to the fact that the 
beamwidth of the antenna used for MMW radiometric imaging is narrow, and the imaging experiments are usually 
carried out at a range of approximately 1m from the human of being screened, the spot size projected by the antenna 
beam is much smaller than the human body and the concealed contraband. Hence, (3) reduces to: 
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Consequently, (4) forms the basis of MMW radiometric imaging for concealed contraband detection, and the 
contraband concealed underneath a person’s clothing can be detected under the premise that the radiation 
characteristics of different kinds of contrabands, clothing and human bodies are to our knowledge. 
2.2. Development status of MMW radiometric imaging for concealed contraband detection 
The history of MMW technology can be traced back as far as the 1890s, but the first significant activities in this 
field were carried out in the 1930s [11]. Since then, this technology has continued to develop, with the most rapid 
advances occurring in recent years. Following the advent of the first MMW radiometric imaging system “Green 
Minnow” in the world [12], which was developed by the Defense Research Agency of the UK in the 1950s, 
numerous researchers in the worldwide have devoted themselves to the research on MMW radiometric imaging [1]. 
The early systems were bulky and had poor spatial resolution and low thermal sensitivity, so they were inferior to 
the contemporaneous performance of radars and infrared imaging systems in aspects of size, weight, cost and 
capability. However, the considerable advances in semiconductor solid state devices and MMIC technology have 
allowed the size and weight of MMW radiometric imaging systems to be reduced, and the MMW radiometric 
imaging offers great potential for security screening [13]. 
There are four basic types of imaging mechanisms available for MMW radiometric imaging at present: 
mechanical scanning imaging, focal plane array imaging, phrased-array imaging, and aperture synthesis imaging [3].  
(1) Mechanical scanning imaging is the most classic and widely used type of imaging mechanism, and it is 
realized by changing the direction of antenna beam through approaches of mechanical rotation of angular movement 
of the radiating aperture of antenna system [9, 14]. The remarkable advantage of mechanical scanning imaging is 
that the imaging can be accomplished through a small number of receiving channels, which produces simple 
configuration and low cost. Among the mechanical scanning imaging, there exist single channel imagers, multi-
channel imagers, and raster scanning imagers. 
(2) Similar to the infrared focal array imaging, focal plane array imaging at MMW band is also a kind of 
incoherent direct imaging [15]. A set of single receivers are placed in the focal plane of a focusing aperture or lens 
antenna to generate a bunch of antenna beams simultaneously, each one pointing to a specific direction. The offset 
of each antenna within the focal plane with respect to the focal point generates a squint for each antenna beam, thus 
the number of single receivers and their displacement determine the actual number of image pixels and the sampling 
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pattern on a scene of interest. If there are enough receivers in a very compact arrangement, a large field of view can 
be covered simultaneously [16]. 
(3) In phrased-array imaging systems, phrased-array antennas are utilized to steer the direction of the antenna 
beam electronically and there is no mechanical motion in the scanning process, thus this scanning method can 
benefit the advantages of high-scanning-speed and high-scanning-accuracy [9]. However, some drawbacks such as 
complex configuration, high cost and low efficiency radiation preclude this method from wider applications in 
MMW radiometric imaging, when taking the state-of-art of MMW phrased-array antennas into consideration. 
(4) Different from the three imaging mechanisms described above, aperture synthesis imaging operates in the 
spatial frequency domain [17]. In aperture synthesis, electric fields are sampled over an aperture and then processed 
electronically into an image. The essential idea of aperture synthesis is to replace the large real aperture antenna by a 
thinned array of single small aperture and to correlate the input signals in pairs. The mathematical generation of the 
image from the spatial frequency measurements allows a flexible operation on the image reconstruction process 
adopting methods of digital signal processing [16]. 
With advances in MMW technology, a number of companies or institutes have developed a series of imaging 
systems for concealed contraband detection, and some representative of which even have been put into market. A 
compact, low-cost passive security scanner Vela 125 (shown in Fig. 1(a)) has been developed by Millivison [18], 
and the Vela 125 is equipped with a 125 mm primary optic and based upon a focal plane array operating at 94 GHz. 
In addition, the camera achieves a 26×26 degrees field of view by means of a rotating optic which performs 10 
conical scans of the scene per second, and the radiometric sensitivity is under 3K. This development is reported to 
be the first affordable, commercially available passive MMW scanning camera. Moreover, the Millivision also 
develops the product line of 350 [19], which includes Portal System 350, Walk-By System 350 and Stand-Off 
System 350. The passive MMW camera (shown in Fig. 1(b)) built by Northrop Grumman Corporation utilizes the 
unique radiometer-on-a-chip technology [20], and the 2-dimensional focal plane array is comprised of 1040 
receivers, arranged in 26 planar cards of 40 receivers each. This passive MMW video camera uses an 18-in diameter 
plastic lens to collect and focus the radiation, yielding a diffraction-limited 0.5° angular resolution, and it is capable 
of an image update rate of 17Hz with a minimum resolvable temperature of 2K. The people screening security 
system SPO-20 (shown in Fig. 1(c)) is developed by QinetiQ [21], it has the ability of detecting threats in high 
traffic areas at distances of up to 20 meters, and it is a robust all-weather system, which is portable and easy to use, 
with simple automatic threat alert functionality and remote operation. Based on Lockhed Martin’s technology, the 
Brijot develops the whole body personnel screening system BIS-WDS GEN2 (shown in Fig. 1(d)) [22]. The GEN2 
is composed of a MMW radiometer, integral full-motion video camera, on-board computer and sophisticated 
software algorithms, and it provides a remote, non-contact virtual “pat-down” of each person imaged by the system. 
(a)                                                                       (b)                                                   (c)                                     (d) 
Fig. 1. Representative imaging systems. (a) Vela 125 from Millivision[18]; (b) Passive MMW camera from Northrop Grumman Corporation[20]; 
(c) SPO-120 from QinetiQ[21]; (d) GEN2 from Brijot[22] 
Owing to the restrictions imposed by the state-of-art of technics, components and test instruments at MMW band 
in domestic, the researches related with MMW radiometric imaging are still fresh in China, when compared with 
those of abroad. However, several research groups have carried out a series of researches on MMW radiometric 
imaging and some advances have been made. Zhang and Guo [23, 24] are engaged in the research of radiation 
characteristics, brightness temperature reconstruction and imaging mechanism; Li et al. [25] develops an one-
dimensional 16-element Ka-band aperture synthesis radiometer imaging system HUST-ASR and proposes the 
mirrored interferometric aperture synthesis (MIAS), which can achieve the same spatial resolution as a large 
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traditional aperture synthesis system but needs fewer antennas. Yang et al. [26] focus on super-resolution algorithms 
for passive MMW imaging and carries out some imaging experiments. Qiu et al. [27] designs the quasi-optics for 
MMW imaging system. The research group from Nanjing University of Science and Technology has devoted 
themselves to the MMW technology since the 1980s, and has developed the prototype imaging systems both at Ka-
band and at W-band [28, 29]. In addition, they carry out exploratory researches on personnel screening for 
concealed contraband detection [3, 14, 30-32], and these will be depicted in Section 3. 
3. Researches carried out at MMW Applied Laboratory of Nanjing University of Science and Technology 
The intrinsically significant capabilities of MMW have been used to address new opportunities in personnel 
screening for concealed contraband detection, and imaging with MMW has been studied intensively from the 
viewpoint of imaging mechanism, system design, image processing, and etc. In this section, some representative 
researches undertaken at Nanjing University of Science and Technology will be illustrated detailedly. 
3.1. Improved radiometer uncertainty equation of planar scanning system 
In view of the state-of-art of the MMW technology, the mechanical scanning is still the most commonly used 
scanning method, and the 2-dimensional planar scanning has been selected in the design of our imaging system. 
However, it is found that the traditional radiometer uncertainty equation, which is derived from a moving platform, 
does not hold under this planar scanning mode due to the fact that there is no absolute connection between the 
scanning rates in horizontal direction and vertical direction. Consequently, an improved radiometer uncertainty 
equation is carried out, by means of taking the total time spent on scanning and imaging into consideration [14]. 
According to [9] and [23], the traditional radiometer uncertainty equation, which is suitable for systems mounted 
on moving platforms, can be described as: 
2121 )2( huMBxT sT ''                                                                                                                         (5) 
where T' is the radiometer sensitivity, x' is the spatial resolution, B is the pre-detection bandwidth, M is the 
radiometer figure of merit and it is a constant for a given receiver configuration, u is the speed of the moving 
platform, sT is the angular scan range, and h is the height of the platform above the ground. 
From (5), it is concluded that for a given radiometer configuration, flight parameters and angular scan range, the 
product of the radiometric uncertainty T' , the spatial uncertainty x' ,and the square root of the spectral 
uncertainty 21B is a constant. Additionally, it is evident that these tree types of uncertainties correlate and restrict 
with each other [9]. Moreover, the traditional radiometer uncertainty equation mentioned above is applicable for the 
radiometer systems boarded on moving platforms, and there is a mutual influence between the speed of platform and 
the angular scanning rate in this situation, leading to an interrelation between the speed of platform and the 
integration time. However, there is no absolute connection between the scanning speed in horizontal direction and 
that in vertical direction within the 2-dimensional platform described in our work, thus the is a demand to improve it. 
The improved radiometer uncertainty equation for planar scanning system is derived in [14], and can be written 
as:
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where a and b are the width and length of the scene of interest, totalW is the total time taken to scan the whole scene, 
ixK and iyK are the horizontal overlap coefficient and vertical overlap coefficient, respectively. 
The above expression is suitable for planar scanning MMW radiometric imaging system. From (6), it is stated 
that for given radiometer configuration, parameters of scanning, and scanning range, the product of the radiometric 
uncertainty, the spatial uncertainty, the square root of the spectral uncertainty, and the square root of the total 
scanning time uncertainty is a constant. Hence, the four types of resolutions or called uncertainties are interrelated, 
and it is evident that improving one of them will degrade one or the other three. Furthermore, the related factors 
which affect the quality of radiometric images can be analyzed and investigated on the basis of the improved 
radiometer uncertainty equation, and it is indicated that these factors are interrelated, thus it is necessary to take all 
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the impacts imposed by these factors into consideration when designing an imaging system, in order to achieve a 
better performance. 
3.2. Motion-blur parameters identification of MMW radiometric images 
When the MMW radiometric imaging system scans the scene of interest, there is a relative motion between the 
imaging system and the imaging scene, and it leads to the motion-blur of MMW radiometric images. Hence, 
restoration of motion-blur images is a highly demanded technique, and the quality and reliability of restoration will 
influence the subsequent process of feature extraction and target recognition [31]. For restoration of motion-blur 
images, knowledge of the point spread function (PSF) is very important. The PSF of imaging system is usually 
considered to represent the property of the imaging system, and the motion-blur images are formulated as the 
convolution of the original image and the PSF [32], which can be characterized by motion-blur parameters, namely 
motion-blur direction and motion-blur length. Consequently, the motion-blur parameters identification plays an 
important role in the image restoration. 
Many researchers have developed algorithms to estimate the motion-blur parameters [33], and these algorithms 
are different in their performance, time complexity, precision, and robustness in noisy environments. Besides, most 
of these researches are concerned with optical images, and there is little report on the motion-blur parameters of 
MMW radiometric images. Based upon the similarity of imaging mechanism between optical imaging and MMW 
radiometric imaging, some available methods can be introduced into the research field of MMW.  
A novel motion-blur parameters identification method, which is based on Radon transform and differential 
autocorrelation, is proposed in [32]. Firstly, the motion-blur direction is estimated by means of the Radon transform 
to the binary image of the spectrum of original motion-blur images after twice Fourier homomorphic transform. 
Then, the motion-blur length is calculated through the differential autocorrelation calculation to original motion-blur 
images in the estimated direction. Finally, the original images are restored by Wiener filter algorithm which utilizes 
the motion-blur direction and motion-blur length as parameters, and in addition both the original images and the 
restored images are evaluated through the clarity evaluation function based on vector norm sum of image gray 
gradient, with the purpose of testing the accuracy of the method presented here. 
3.3. Image fusion method for concealed contraband detection 
Each type of imaging system used for concealed contraband detection has its inherent advantages and 
disadvantages, and each system can be optimized for somewhat different operating range and environmental 
conditions. Effective combination of such systems will extend the capabilities of the individual ones. Image fusion 
provides a solution to combine information from multiple images and generates a single image, and this single 
image has more detailed or complete information content, which is more useful for human perception as well as for 
automatic computer analysis, such as segmentation, feature extraction and target recognition. [34]. 
Visible images have abundant detailed information of the imaging scene, whereas MMW radiometric images 
possess enough characteristics of the targets. However, the contraband concealed underneath a person’s clothing can 
not be seen in the visible images, due to the fact that clothing is opaque to visible light. And at the same time, the 
spatial resolution and readability of MMW radiometric images are inferior to visible images owing to the long 
wavelengths of MMW and the diffraction limitation of system antennas. Therefore, the fusion of visible images and 
MMW radiometric images is beneficial to improve the detection probability of concealed contraband detection. 
An image fusion algorithm based on Contourlet transform is adopted in the fusion of visible images and MMW 
radiometric images. According to the imaging features and visual characteristics of both visible imaging and MMW 
radiometric imaging, the multi-resolution structure of the source images are obtained in the domain of Contourlet 
transform, and then the corresponding fusion rules based on region variance and region energy are carried out for 
the fusion of low-pass and high-pass subbands respectively. In addition, the approach degree function is employed 
to evaluate the correlation degree of region characteristics of low-pass subbands, and the multi-resolution structures 
of the fused images are acquired. Finally, the fused images are obatined through inverse Contourlet transform. The 
experimental results showe that the proposed algorithm can effectively integrate the abundant details of visible 
images and the significant target features of MMW radiometric images into the fused results, and it has better 
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performance than traditional fusion algorithms both in subjective visual effect and objective evaluation criteria, 
which is beneficial to the further processing of feature extraction and target recognition.  
The framework of image fusion algorithm based on Contourlet transform is demonstrated in Fig. 2. 
Visible image A
Registration
MMW image B
Contourlet
transform Fusion of low-pass
subbands
Fused image F
Contourlet
inverse
transform
Contourlet
transform
Fusion of
high-pass subbands
Fig. 2. The framework of image fusion algorithm based on Contourlet transform 
3.4. Noise illumination for indoor MMW radiometric imaging 
Benefiting from the illumination supplied by the radiometrically cold sky, the radiometric temperature contrast 
between the contraband and the human body typical exceeds 200K when the imaging is undertaken outdoors [35], 
and this phenomenon makes it possible to readily detect contraband concealed on the human body [36]. In 
comparison with the outdoor use, there is no source of cold sky illumination available indoors, because the building 
materials are opaque to MMW. Thus, the radiometric temperature contrast decreases sharply when the MMW 
radiometric imaging is carried out indoors, and this leads to the degradation of MMW radiometric images and 
difficulty in recognizing targets. As to the problem described above, there are two approaches to solve it. On the one 
hand, a more sensitive system can be fabricated by optimizing system design and improving components. On the 
other hand, the contrast in the surroundings can be increased by the use of active illumination sources [36]. Based on 
the state-of-art of the MMW components and the requirements of imaging speed, there are still many problems if we 
want to improve the system sensitivity, whereas the method of adopting artificial illumination has advantages in 
terms of cost and operability. 
Coward and Appleby [37] have discussed the requirement for indoor illumination system for MMW radiometric 
imaging, and the illumination system is likely to mimic the feature of the sky illumination. Additionally, they 
develop an illumination chamber by means of six illuminating panels, with many small holes in each one. Doyle et
al. [38] discusses a heated illumination scheme, and a configuration that provides a stable contrast level in the range 
of 100K has been developed. However, these studies are from the perspective of exploratory experiments, and they 
do not investigate the concrete influence of noise illumination on the radiometric temperature contrast between the 
target and the background. 
Based upon the realistic problem of MMW radiometric imaging for detecting contraband concealed on personnel 
indoors, the radiometric temperature transfer model is put forward. Meanwhile, both the apparent temperature 
distribution and radiometric temperature contrast between target and human body are deduced. Then, the method of 
noise illumination is adopted in the application of indoor radiometric imaging. Table 1 shows the radiation 
characteristics of some objects at Ka-band, and the apparent temperature distribution of human body, metal, and 
plastic explosives are plotted against the environmental radiometric temperature in Fig. 3, in which the radiometric 
temperature can be controlled by a MMW noise source. It is evident that the apparent temperature distribution 
increases with the increment of the noise illumination when imaging indoors, and the temperature contrast can be 
easily controlled. 
Table 1. The radiation characteristics of some objects at Ka-band
 Reflectivity Emissivity Transmissivity
Skin 0.5 0.5 0 
Metal 1 0 0 
Plastic explosives 0.35 0.65 0 
Clothing 0.01 0.01 0.98 
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Fig. 3. Apparent temperature distribution and contrast with noise illumination at Ka-band 
4. Conclusions 
MMW radiometric imaging offers the possibility of detecting contraband concealed underneath a person’s 
clothing, and this technology has advanced to a hotspot in the field of security screening. With the technical 
advances in MMW, the size and cost of imaging systems continues to fall whilst their performance has improved 
steadily, and some of them are even available in the commercial market. It is worth noting that the foreign 
development procedure of MMW radiometric imaging can provide many useful references for the corresponding 
researches in China. No matter from the bulky tubes to the advanced GaAs, InP MMICs, or from the single channel 
mechanical scanning system, which consumes tens of minutes for acquiring an image, to the electronic scanning 
imaging, which has an updating rate of tens of frames per second, the MMW radiometric imaging is a 
comprehensive technology that requires the support by many subjects, such as microelectronics, signal processing, 
image processing and so on. And it is urgent to follow up the overseas research trends, and carry out extensive 
researches on the theory, system verification and engineering experiments. Moreover, lots of time and investment 
are still needed to develop high-performance focal plane array or phrased-array imaging systems. Therefore, 
designing the multi-channel array combined with mechanical scanning firstly and then developing more advanced 
focal plane array or even phased-array imaging systems, are conformed to the actual situations in China and also 
inosculates with the development trends. The design of imaging systems will certainly be driven by the performance 
requirements of specific applications, and real-time imaging systems of high-sensitivity, small-size, and low-cost are 
required to coping with the challenges put forward by the increased threats of terrorism and violence crimes. 
Additionally, the techniques of super-resolution, scene simulation, channel equalization, and imaging based on 
compressed sensing need further investigation. 
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